A special type of modelling of interaction is investigated in the framework of two-way analysis of variance models for homologous factors. Factors are said to be homologous when their levels are in a meaningful one-to-one relationship, which arise in a wide variety of contexts, as recalled by McCullagh (J. Roy. Statist. Soc. B 62 (2000) 209). The classical linear context for analysis of interaction is extended by positive definiteness restrictions on the interaction parameters. These restrictions aim to provide a spatial representation of the interaction. Properties of the maximum likelihood estimators are derived for a given dimensionality of the model. When the dimension is unknown, an alternative procedure is proposed based on a penalty approach. This approach relies heavily on random matrix theory arguments but we focus on their statistical consequences especially on the reduction of over-fitting problems in the maximum likelihood estimation. Confidence ellipses are provided for an illustrative example.
Introduction
Statistical analysis of the interaction is often based on special models that extend the classical framework of linear models by a non-linear structure of interaction: multiplicative effects, spatial effects, and so on. One of the first attempts to structure the interaction in twoway analysis of variance models is due to Tukey [16] who proposed non-additive interaction terms defined as the product of the main effects of the two factors. In the context of plant breeding, modelling of genotype-by-environment interaction motivated by Tukey [16] has led to many theoretical developments (see for instance, Mandel [11] ). More recently, Denis and Gower [2] presented a review of the statistical literature on non-linear modelling of interaction and introduced the class of biadditive models as a natural extension of the multiplicative structuration of interaction.
The model presented and analyzed in the following belongs to the class of structuredinteraction models. It was initially presented by Dhorne [2] in the context of factors with homologous levels. Factors are said to be homologous when their levels are the same or at least in a meaningful one-to-one relationship. Such factors are encountered, for example, in the framework of plant breeding where diallel designs are used to study parental effects on yields. McCullagh [12] provides a detailed review of the algebraic tools used for the analysis of variance with homologous factors and furthermore gives a list of applications in a wide variety of domains. Many examples of biadditive models discussed in Denis and Gower [2] are of the analysis of interaction between homologous factors: one of them was introduced by Hayman [7] in the framework of diallel models. The scope of biadditive models enables a detailed investigation of the symmetric and the anti-symmetric part of interaction.According on the objective of the analysis, both parts can give insight on the interpretation of interaction. The model presented here focuses on a symmetric modelling of interaction oriented towards a distance-based interpretation of interaction. This modelling is based on assumptions of positive definiteness on the interaction that lead to specific properties. In particular, up to random matrix theory arguments, the residual and the structural part of the model can be differentiated here to define a consistent estimator of the dimensionality.
In some of the applied contexts referred above, interaction is interpreted as a natural distance between levels of the two factors. For instance, when paired comparisons are used to compare objects in sensory experiments, the collected data present in a square table, giving the numbers of times a product, is preferred to another one by a group of panelists. As shown by Causeur and Husson [1] , interaction between products can result in intransitiveness of the preference that can be modelled by introducing a latent sensory distance between the products. As another illustrative example cited by McCullagh [12] , consider the geographical study of migration by square tables of numbers of people migrating from a region to another: in that case, the present modelling of interaction between the regions provides a map of these regions on which the distances reflect the intensity of inter-regions flows rather than the geographical proximity. Finally, the example that is used as a numerical illustration of our model takes place in the theory of social networks. The data set is a so-called socio matrix that reproduces the grades given by members of a group to the other ones. Introducing a kind of social distance between the members of the group in the model of interaction leads to a spatial representation of the social affinity within the group.
In Section 2, theoretical results concerning biadditive models are recalled and our Euclidean biadditive model is defined. In particular, a formal comparison with the general class of biadditive models is proposed and geometric properties of the model are described. In Section 3, maximum likelihood estimation and its properties are investigated when the dimensionality is assumed to be known. Random matrix theory arguments are used to define a penalty approach to estimate the dimensionality. This study enables a modification of the maximum-likelihood strategy, which corrects for over-fitting problems. Finally, in Section 4, the preceding results are illustrated by an example in social science.
Biadditive models
A detailed review of two-way analysis of variance models with structured interaction is provided in Denis and Gower [2] . We will focus in this section on the multiplicative biadditive models for 2 homologous factors. Definition 2.1. Let Y ij , 1 i, j G, denote the independently and normally distributed response variable for the ith level of the first and the jth level of the second factor, and suppose
where 0 < R G − 1 and for all 1 i, j G, ij = R r=1 r ir jr . Moreover, , i , 1 i G, j , 1 j G, r , 1 r R and ir are subject to the following identifiability restrictions:
Analysis of interaction by biadditive models consists of a singular value decomposition of the G × G matrix of residuals of the additive analysis of variance sub-model.
The following parametric relationships are straightforward deduced from restrictions (2):
, by row-column centering, then, according to Definition 2.1:
where D is the R × R diagonal matrix containing the non-zero eigenvalues r of , R is the rank of and r = ( 1r , 2r , . . . , Gr ) are the associated normalized eigenvectors. Consequently, biadditive models allow the study of the interaction effect by the graphical tools commonly used in multivariate exploratory data analysis. For instance, diagrams based on Mandel's [11] model are shown by Kempton [10] to be attractive extensions of the performance plot usually associated to the linear two-way analysis of variance model.
Gower and Hand [6] provide a detailed review of the graphical representations helpful in interpreting interaction effects estimated throughout biadditive models.
The positive definite interaction model is now defined in the context of a complete balanced design. The impact of missing data in the square tables on the testing procedures is out of the scope of this paper. Moreover, without loss of generality, it will be assumed that each cell contains one observation. Definition 2.2. Let Y ij , 1 i, j G, denote the independently and normally distributed response variable for the ith level of the first and the jth level of the second factor, then assumptions (1) hold with the following modifications concerning the interaction:
where s = ±1. The identifiability restrictions (2) are assumed for the additive parameters and the interaction parameters fulfill the following restrictions:
In the sequel, the (2G + 1)-vector of additive parameters is denoted a and the RG-vector
Call Q the G × G orthogonal matrix of the normalized eigenvectors of (c) associated to the eigenvalues ( r ) r=1,...,G and the G×G diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues, then 
R . The positive definiteness restriction on the modelling of interaction is in fact implicitly assumed by introducing distances between levels of the factors in the definition of interaction parameters. The relationships between the distance-based approach and the positive definiteness restriction is made clearer in the following lemma that can be deduced from Gower [5] . 
• the rank of (c) is R and − (c) ∈ S + , where S + denotes the set of positive definite symmetric matrices.
The additive parameters of the positive interaction model can also be expressed through parameters E(Y ij ) = ij as follows:
where tr(.) denotes the usual trace operator.
Note that the choice of a proper sign s for the interactions depends on the latent structure of (c) : if the largest eigenvalues of (c) , in terms of absolute value, are positive, it is more interesting to consider that s = −1 and conversely that s = +1.
Let us consider a small illustrative example with G = 4 and such that (2, 1, 0, −2) are the eigenvalues of (c) . By the biadditive modelling of interaction, it is considered that R = 2, which is by the way very convenient for graphical representations, and consequently the interaction model is based on the 2 largest eigenvalues 2 and −2. The interaction is then displayed by a two-dimensional diagram which axis are the corresponding eigenvectors. By the positive definite interaction model with s = −1, the two positive eigenvalues 2 and 1 will be used for modelling, which obviously leads to a different display of interaction by a diagram on which the inter-distances between the levels of the factors reflect the interaction between these levels.
Therefore, the first difference between the structures of interaction in biadditive and positive definite interaction models is the latent structure of the non-additive part of the model. In biadditive models, the eigenvectors associated to the R non-zero eigenvalues are used to investigate the interaction whereas the positive definite modelling is based on the R largest eigenvalues with the same sign. Moreover, the normalization of the eigenvectors in biadditive and positive definite interaction models are different. In fact, by positive definite interaction models, this normalization is consistent with a spatial representation of the levels of the factors connecting interaction with distances between levels. This graphical display of the interaction relies on multidimensional scaling techniques introduced by Gower [5] .
As also discussed later, when R is not a rank, as in biadditive models, but a number of positive eigenvalues, symmetry of the random error can be used in estimation procedures of R in order to decrease the bias of the maximum likelihood estimator.
Maximum likelihood estimation
In the following proposition, maximum likelihood estimators of the interaction parameters are derived under the assumptions introduced in Definition 2.2. Due to the functional invariance of the maximum likelihood method, the estimators of the additive parameters are straightforwardly deduced from the relationships (3). The maximum likelihood estimatorR of R is given byR = p.
The maximum likelihood estimatorˆ of is defined as follows:
The maximum likelihood estimatorˆ ij of ij is:
Finally:
Proof.ˆ is defined as follows:
where a is the set of (2G + 1)-vectors a under the usual sum-to-zero restrictions and denotes the set of G × G matrix under restrictions (2').
Minimizing the former sum of squares relative to a leads to the following expression:
where Y (c) and (c) are derived from Y and throughout row-column centering. It follows from Lemma 4.1:
Therefore,ˆ can be deduced from the singular value of −Y Note that the residual sum of squares of the former minimization is split into two parts: 
In the context of a complete balanced design with K replicates per cell, the estimates of the parameters of the positive interaction model are deduced from proposition 3.1 by replacing Y ij by the mean value of Y in the cell (i, j ). In that case, the intra-cell variability is added to the estimate of the residual variance:
The previous expression ofˆ 2 relies on a natural decomposition of the total sum of squares into sums of squares related to the additive sub-model, the interaction effect and the residual term. Moreover, note that the interaction models are nested which allow for a sequential decomposition of the interaction sum of squares into parts related to the dimensions. This decomposition is displayed in Table 1 and the corresponding degrees of freedom are provided. By analogy with the usual procedures used in the linear context, this table can be a basis for the calculation of F-statistics aiming at testing the effects in the model.
In biadditive models, the dimensionality R introduced in Definition 2.1 is assumed to be a known parameter. However, in practice, the choice of R is mainly motivated by an optimal representation of interaction. In that context, the traditional empirical methods used in multivariate exploratory data analysis are helpful to choose a suitable value for R . As mentioned above, these empirical approaches may be confirmed by testing procedures based on a decomposition of the sum of squares related to the interaction effect in Table 1 . An alternative penalty approach is investigated in the next section. Conversely, in the model described in Definition 2.2, R is assumed to be unknown and maximum likelihood estimation provides an objective criterion for the choice of R .
Asymptotic properties
As encountered for any reduced rank model, asymptotic theory usually invoked in the multinormal context is not suited in the case of the positive interaction model due to a lack of prior knowledge on the dimensionality of the model: the number of parameters in this model depends on R , which is itself an unknown parameter. Therefore, in this context, asymptotic properties are studied in the following throughout simulations and they are formally achieved only in the case of a prior value for R .
From now on, it is assumed for convenience that s = +1.
Known value of the dimensionality R
In this framework, as proposed by Denis and Gower [2] , Silvey's [14] results are helpful to derive the properties of the maximum likelihood estimates under quite general restrictions. 
where V is the upper left (RG + 2G + 1) × (RG + 2G + 1) block in the following matrix:
and • M( ) = J ( )J ( ) and J ( ) denote the (KG
2 ) × (RG + 2G + 1) partitioned matrix J ( ) = J ( a ) J( m ) ,
J ( a ) is the usual (KG 2 ) × (1 + 2G) design matrix of the additive two-way analysis of variance sub-model and J ( m ) = J (1) ( m ) + J (2) ( m ), J (1) ( m ) is the (KG 2 ) × (RG) block-diagonal matrix which ith (KG) × R block J (1) i ( m ) is defined as follows:
and J (2) ( m ) is the (KG 2 ) × (RG) following partitioned matrix:
j ( m ) is the (KG) × (RG) block-diagonal matrix which ith
where L a ( a ) stands for the following 2 × (1 + 2G) matrix:
and L m ( m ) denotes the following
× R matrix partitioned as follows:
. . . 
where V m denotes the RG × RG lower right block in the matrix V derived in proposition 4.1 and
where
,i ( m ) is defined as follows:
and J (2) ( m ) is the G 2 × (RG) following partitioned matrix:
,1 ( m ) J (2) , 2 ( m ) . . . 
Proof. Let
Expression (5) is finally obtained by showing that
Unknown value of the dimensionality R
As mentioned in Proposition 3.1, the dimensionality R is estimated by the number of positive eigenvalues of −Y (c) Q is a matrix which entries are independently distributed according to a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation or / √ K in the case of K replications per cell. The study of the distribution of the eigenvalues of random matrices is quite usual in some special fields of applications such as nuclear physics (see Edelman [3] for a review of the main results). In the random matrix theory, the symmetric random perturbation involved in our problem is called Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE) (see for instance Mehta [13] ). Although there is a wide literature on the distribution of the eigenvalues of a GOE, most of the results are stated in the null case where = 0. However, some attempts to apply those results to the dimensionality problem in multivariate statistics are due to Johnstone [9] and Hoyle and Rattray [8] . As mentioned by these authors, the eigenvalues of ε are much more spread out that the diagonal values of , which can considerably complicate the estimation of the dimensionality. In order to make it more concrete, 5000 simulated 12 × 12 data matrices ε have been drawn with / √ K = 1 and only 2 non-zero eigenvalues in , namely: ( 1 = 12, 2 = 6), ( 1 = 20, 2 = 10) and ( 1 = 30, 2 = 15). The distributions of the mean eigenvalues of ε are plotted on Fig. 1 both for = 0 and for = 0.
First, the graphs illustrate the fact that the numberR of positive mean eigenvalues of ε is the same whenever = 0 or not. This explains thatR cannot be a consistent estimator of R.
Moreover, for small values of , it is hardly impossible to detect any changes in the distribution of the mean eigenvalues that could give insight on the true number of non-zero eigenvalues.
For large G and K, approximated values of the mean eigenvalues of a GOE can be deduced from Johnstone's [9] asymptotic results for Wishart matrices. The following result can therefore be seen as a modified version of Johnstone [9] convergence theorem dedicated to GOE rather than Wishart matrices.
If l 1 > l 2 > · · · > l G stand for the eigenvalues of ε , in the case = 0, then:
where F 1 is the so-called Tracy-Widom law of order 1, which distribution function is given by Tracy and Widom [15] as the solution of a nonlinear differential equation. Approximations for large matrices of the expectation and the 90% percentile q 0.90 (l 1 ) of the largest eigenvalue of a GOE are deduced by a first order Taylor expansion of the square root function:
where, according to Tracy and Widom [15] , E(F 1 ) ≈ −1.21, Var(F 1 ) ≈ 1.27 and q 0.90 (F 1 ) ≈ 0.45. An empirical method is now described to obtain approximated values of the other mean eigenvalues and the associated 90% percentiles. First, note that the non-zero eigenvalues of ε for = 0 seem to pull up the other ones. This can be seen, at least when the non-zero eigenvalues are large enough, on the graphs of Fig. 1 : the two largest eigenvalues of ε are markedly larger for = 0 than the two largest eigenvalues of the GOE whereas the other ones are only slightly larger. Moreover, due to the symmetry in the distribution of the mean eigenvalues, E(l G ) ≈ −E(l 1 ). The decrease in the mean eigenvalues can be well approximated by a line that joins the mean of the largest positive eigenvalue to the mean of the largest negative eigenvalue. This line is plotted on the graphs of Fig. 1 together with the line that joins the 90% percentiles. It follows: 
As a first consequence, the previous result gives an idea of the conditions on the nonzero eigenvalues i for a good identification of the structurally positive eigenvalues of the perturbed matrix ε . Indeed, if i < q 0.90 (l i ), the ith eigenvalue of ε is not markedly different of that of a GOE, which makes the estimation of R very difficult. For instance, in our simulation feature, for ( 1 = 12, 2 = 6), q 0.90 (l 2 ) ≈ 9.7, which results in a bad separation between 2 and the 2nd eigenvalue of the GOE. According to the previous calculations and especially to expressions (5), the following estimatorR of R is proposed: Table 2 reproduces the mean value ofR over 5000 simulations in which R = 2, / √ K = 1 and (G, 1 , 2 = 1 /2) is chosen to cover a wide variety of situations. These results confirm that, when the eigenvalues 1 or 2 are markedly larger than √ G, the estimation of R byR is relatively good. Otherwise,R under-estimates R.
In order to show the impact of a more accurate estimation of the dimensionality on the estimation of the interaction parameters, 5000 data tables are simulated that consists in the randomly perturbed squared distances between 12 points as plotted on Fig. 2 . The perturbations at each cell are independent normal with mean 0 and standard deviation 1/ √ K. Note that, in that situation, − (c) has two positive eigenvalues 1 = 30 and 2 = 16. The accuracy criterion used for this comparison is the usual root mean squared error (RMSE):
, which is estimated by averaging over the 5000 simulations. Table 3 gives the RMSE for each of three strategies based onR,R and a known value R = 2. Fig. 3 shows the positive impact of replacingR byR on the accuracy of estimation. In fact, the estimation strategy based onR seems to be as accurate as if the dimensionality were known to be R = 2 (Fig. 3, Table 3 ). 
Illustrative example
One famous method used in social network analysis and research in group dynamics is the use of the so-called socio matrices. Such matrices are used to model the relationships between the group members. The square data table reproduced in de Falguerolles and Van der Heijden [4] is an example of socio matrix used by the authors to present and compare various biadditive models. This data set contains the grades given by each of the 24 pupils of a class (in rows) to all other schoolmates (in columns). The grades are integer values ranging from 0 to 20. In the original data set, the diagonal entries are missing but, following de Falguerolles and Van der Heijden [4] , they are set to 20. Our Euclidean biadditive model will be used here to model the interaction between the pupils through a social distance structure between those pupils.
First, we will focus on the estimation of the dimensionality R to be used in the interaction part of the model. Fig. 4 represents the distribution of the eigenvalues of the interaction matrix. First, this figure shows that the positive eigenvalues are larger than the negative ones, which leads to choose s = −1 in the model. This means that the interaction terms will modify the mean affinity of a pupil for another, derived from the additive sub-model, by decreasing it as much as those pupils are socially distant.
Our penalty approach for estimating the dimensionality is based on a preliminary estimation of the residual standard deviation . Table 4 gives the df-corrected estimated value of for plausible values of R. As these estimated values do not vary much from 3, this value will be used as an input in the calculation ofR. The expected mean and percentile lines for the GOE random perturbation are represented on the graph in Fig. 4 . Although the percentile line does not separate very clearly a bulk of larger eigenvalues from others, we propose to consider that R = 2.
The analysis of variance Table 5 confirms the significance of the biadditive Euclidean model with R = 2.
On the basis of the asymptotic variances derived in Section 4, the biplot of the interaction and confidence ellipses with level 0.90 are provided in Fig. 5 . This biplot reflects a marked separation between boys and girls but the confidence ellipses within genders are partially overlapping, which suggests no further sub-groups structure.
Conclusion
The present paper aims at proposing a model for interaction between homologous factors. This model is particularly interesting when interaction can be beneficially interpreted with regard to a latent spatial structure. Testing procedures are proposed for the effects of each dimension in the interaction. Another strategy, based on the eigenvalues of the interaction matrix, is proposed to correct for the over-fitting problem of the maximum likelihood. This approach is essentially possible due to the positive definiteness of the interaction matrix.
Analysis of interaction is completed by a diagram with confidence ellipses that help identify groups of levels with high interaction. This diagram gives more insight in the individual level-by-level interaction parameters.
A current axis for improving and extending the present model is the development of maximum likelihood estimation procedures with missing data. In the framework of the analysis of the flows of migration between regions, situations of incomplete datasets are frequently encountered due to the large numbers of regions that are accounted for in these studies. In that case, the positive definiteness of the interaction could be help for avoiding time-consuming EM strategies.
